
PERSONAL, SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
 

 Take on roles within the class routine such as monitors. 

 Respond to instructions involving a two-part sequence. 

 Follow instructions involving several ideas or actions. 

 Children play cooperatively, taking turns with others. They take account of one another’s ideas, about 
how to organise their activity. They show sensitivity to others’ needs and feelings, and form positive 
relationships with adults and other children. 

 Use a range of social skills in different contexts; understanding behavioural expectations and 
consequences linked to their own experiences and those in stories.  

 Learn about same and different homes. 

 Learn about same and different families.  

 Learn about the qualities of a good friend?  
 
Key vocabulary: friendship, sharing, turn taking, fairness, class toy,  
 
 
 

COMMUNICATION and LANGUAGE  
 

Speaking and Listening 

 Learn new vocabulary 

 Describe what they notice and predict what might happen next in the story. Articulate their ideas.  

 Recap on previous learning to make comparisons between stories and characters. 

 Talk about what we like to do now and compare with what we liked as a baby.  

 Composing stories as a group using props. Retelling the story from different points of view.  
Literacy 

 Phase 3 Phonics- oo, ur,ar, igh, ai, oi, or, er, 

 Tricky words, was, you they, are sure, pure 

 Book talk about favourite stories- On Sudden Hill- Recreate a story from a box, labelling and narrating our 
own stories. Apply graphemes to their writing.  

 Role-playing stories with writing opportunities such as captions, labels and speech bubbles.  

 Three reading sessions per week to practise decoding, comprehension and reading fluently.  
 

Key vocabulary: then and now, old fashioned, once upon a time, true, real, compare, same, similar, different,  
imaginary, ending, long long ago,  days, old fashioned, characters, setting, changed, technology, boredom  

 

Expressive Art and Design  
Being Imaginative 
 

 Using instruments to follow and recreate a rhythm. 

 Sing songs and rhymes linked to seasons and themes.  

 Listen and move to a range of music. 

 Dressing up as characters from stories acting out a narrative. 

 Using art, music and imaginative play to develop and increasing 
ability to use their imagination to recreate roles. 

 Use a range of materials to represent their ideas working 
collaboratively in a given theme.  

 Focus on Paul Klee as part of our maths learning about shapes.  

 Learn techniques such as printing, and how to mix colours.  
Key vocabulary: imagination, factory, artist, perform, ribbon, act out,  
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Past Present Same Different  
Learning Objectives: 
To be able to follow the classroom routine. 
To articulate their ideas in well formed sentences and increasing 
vocabulary.  
To be able to read and write short captions, writing some letters correctly. 
To learn number bonds to 5 and recall some to 10  
To be able to use mathematical language of addition.  
To be able to follow and create patterns with shapes, colours and size. 
To be able to solve mathematical problems using more and less than.  
To be able to listen and respond to a range of music. 
To be create using a range of media to explore and experiment with colour, 
design texture form and function.  
To be able to represent thoughts and feelings through art, music role play 
and stories.  
 
 
 

Maths (Number) 

 Explore the composition of numbers to 10 

 Represent and sort numbers to 10 

 Subitise amounts to 6 and some to 10. 

 Recall number bonds to 5 and some to 10 

 Order numbers to 10. 
 
Shape space and Measure 

 Learn about shape names though construction. 

 Looking at different sizes e.g. small, medium, large as we explore 
pattern and shapes.  

Key vocabulary: sequence, order, before, then, after, future, tessellate, 
formation, composition.  

 
 



PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT  
 

 Running negotiating obstacles- over ,under, through. 

 Catching/throwing balls/bean bags with increasing control. 

 Use scissors to cut curves and straight lines. 

 Use resources and tools (scissors,split pins/treasury tags, staples) to create homes for the 3 Little Pigs. 

 Windy day box with stream behind child; windsock, kite, bags, ribbons. 

 Construction e.g. building a wall to keep the wolf away. 

 Walk/run following footsteps-use cones to weave in and out of 

 Crates and boxes to climb onto an off of.  

 Following a map/route from story (the 3 Little Pigs) 
 

Key vocabulary: strike, bounce, obstacle, balance, stable, strong, weak, healthy, 
 
 
 

 UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD 
 

 Use vocabulary to describe similarities and differences between characters, people and story settings.    

 Carry out a local library visit.  

 Use a Toy Loan box to look at toys from the past. What is the same and different from toys we play with 
today? (Chertsey Musuem Loan box) 

 Carry out observational painting of spring flowers. Talk about the seasons and changes we observe. 

 Look at how wind, water and temperature affect different materials; how could the pigs house have been 
stronger?  

 Reflect on weather and climate in the UK-  
 
Key vocabulary: spring, signs, observational, desert, savannah, city, town, modern, church, celebration, 
Easter, service, Jesus, Lent, Shrove Tuesday 

 
 

 


